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Abstract

Leaf instance segmentation is a challenging multi-instance segmentation task, aiming
to separate and delineate each leaf in an image of a plant. The delineation of each leaf
is a necessary prerequisite task for several biology-related applications such as the fine-
grained monitoring of plant growth, and crop yield estimation. The task is challenging
because self-similarity of instances is high (similar shape and colour) and instances vary
greatly in size under heavy occulusion.

We believe that the key to overcoming the aforementioned challenges lies in the spe-
cific spatial patterns of leaf distribution. For example, leaves typically grow around the
plant’s center, with smaller leaves clustering and overlapped near this central point. In
this paper, we propose a novel approach named Guided Mask Transformer (GMT), which
contains three key components, namely Guided Positional Encoding (GPE), Guided Em-
bedding Fusion Module (GEFM) and Guided Dynamic Positional Queries (GDPQ), to
extend the meta-architecture of Mask2Former and incorporate with a set of harmonic
guide functions. These guide functions are tailored to the pixel positions of instances
and trained to separate distinct instances in an embedding space. The proposed GMT
consistently outperforms State-of-the-Art models on three public plant datasets.

1 Introduction

Plant phenotyping is the process to measure physical traits of plants, such as height, leaf area
and flowering time. In recent years, computer vision and machine learning have advanced
plant analysis for phenotyping and accelerated scientific discoveries for the plant community
[24]. In this paper, we focus on the image-based analysis of plant leaves as a non-destructive
approach to plant phenotyping. The quantification of plant leaves is important to reveal
several characteristics, such as respiration, nutrition, and photosynthesis [2].

Instance segmentation is a computer vision task that has been extensively studied [15,
30]. With the rise of Transformers [13, 36], State-of-the-Art (SotA) Transformer-based mod-
els have surpassed the performance of convolutional neural networks in many tasks. Yet,
these models still face challenges in achieving robust instance segmentation on plant leaves,
despite the overall advancements. In fact, plants pose a challenge to computer vision models
due to their complexity, as plants exhibit severe overlaps and a huge intra- and inter-species
morphological variability [33]. The challenges arising from leaf instance segmentation have
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Figure 1: A pictorial representation of our method, the Guided Mask Transformer (GMT).
The key components of GMT are the Guided Positional Encoding (GPE), the Guided Embed-
ding Fusion Model (GEFM), and the Guided Dynamic Positional Queries (GDPQ). These
components enable an effective integration with the guide functions carrying prior knowl-
edge on instances’ distribution. (Best viewed in colour.)

been extensively studied for years in the CVPPP/CVPPA series of workshops.1

In this paper, we present the Guided Mask Transformer (GMT), a Transformer-based
model specifically tailored to instance segmentation on plant images (Figure 1). Our model
extends Mask2Former [9] with three key designs, namely Guided Positional Encoding (GPE),
Guided Embedding Fusion Module (GEFM) and Guided Dynamic Positional Queries (GDPQ),
in which we integrate prior knowledge on the spatial distributions of leaf instances. In par-
ticular, we leverage a set of guide functions to learn this prior knowledge before the integra-
tion. Experimental results on three well-known plant datasets show that GMT outperforms
the SotA models. Furthermore, we demonstrate the potential of our approach through an
ablation study, showing the impact of each key component to the learning process.

In summary, the major contributions of this work are: (i) We propose GMT, as a novel
way of utilising the priori of instances’ distribution to facilitate the learning of leaf instance
segmentation in a Transformer-based model; (ii) We demonstrate SotA performance of the
proposed GMT on three public datasets, with ablative experiments showing the necessity of
key design.

2 Related Work
We first review plant image segmentation approaches and, since our approach is based on
Transformers, we review recent works in Transformer-based segmentation methods.
Plant Image Segmentation. Plant image segmentation plays a key role in various agricul-
tural and plant phenotyping applications. Advanced computer vision and machine learning
techniques have been extensively used in this domain. For instance, Singh & Misra [34]

1https://cvppa2021.github.io/challenges/
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leverage image segmentation methods to detect leaf diseases. Zhang et al. [42] propose
a wheat spikelet instance segmentation method based on the hybrid task cascade model [6].
Jia et al. [21] propose the FoveaMask for fast instance segmentation on green fruits. With the
recent advance of Transformers, an increasing number of works also leverage Transformer-
based models in plant image segmentation [5, 14, 22]. In this paper, we focus on leaf instance
segmentation using a Transformer-based model.
Transformer-based Segmentation. The Transformer has been successfully applied across
various domains of machine learning, including NLP [3, 12] and computer vision [1, 13, 32].
As the Detection Transformer (DETR) [4] demonstrated superior performance and ease of
use in object detection, many following studies have adopted similar principles to tackle im-
age segmentation. MaskFormer [8] leverages a Transformer decoder to refine a set of object
queries via cross attention and self attention, and these refined object queries are used to pro-
duce semantic masks. Mask2Former [9] proposes the masked cross attention to reduce com-
putational burden and increase segmentation quality. In addition, it extends MaskFormer’s
ability to perform semantic, instance, and panoptic segmentation individually. Furthermore,
He et al. [16] introduce focus-aware dynamic positional queries alongside a method for per-
forming cross-attention with high-resolution feature maps, both of which are crucial for im-
age segmentation. FastInst [17] proposes a simple framework to perform real-time instance
segmentation. OneFormer [20] is a another powerful Transformer-based model that is trained
only once, yet capable of performing all different segmentation tasks simultaneously. In this
paper, we extend Mask2Former and propose the Guided Mask Transformer (GMT), which
incorporates guide functions with spatial priors for leaf instance segmentation.

3 Proposed Method

Main idea. We aim to devise a method that effectively represents leaf and plant characteris-
tics and integrates these characteristics into a representation that can be used by a segmen-
tation model. To achieve this, our approach includes two crucial steps. Firstly, we employ
a set of guide functions, which are adjusted to the pixel coordinates of different instances;
these guide functions are optimised to separate distinct instances within an embedding space.
Subsequently, the proposed Guided Mask Transformer (GMT), depicted in Figure 1, lever-
ages the optimised guide functions, which possess priori of instance distribution, to train
predicting instance masks of plant leaves.

3.1 Guide Functions

We start with a brief background on guide functions. The essence of the guide functions
lies in their relevance to instance locations and the ability to separate distinct instances in an
embedding space (after training). To this end, we adopt the harmonic functions [23] as guide
functions, which are adjusted to pixel positions. The harmonic functions are defined as:

fi(x,y;ψi) = sin
(

ψi[1]
W

x+
ψi[2]

H
y+ψi[3]

)
, (1)

where ψi[1] and ψi[2] are the learnable frequency parameters, ψi[3] is the learnable phase
parameter; W and H represent the image size; x and y denote the pixel coordinate. Given a
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set of pixels S belong to an object, we can calculate the expectation of fi over this object:

ei(S;ψi) =
1
|S| ∑

(x,y)∈S
fi(x,y;ψi). (2)

Assuming the number of guide functions is dg, the embedding of an object (we refer it as the
guided embedding following [23]) is represented as a joint vector:

e(S;Ψ) =
{

e1(S;ψ1),e2(S;ψ2), . . . ,edg(S;ψdg)
}
. (3)

The guide functions are trained to separate the guided embedding of different instances to a
pre-set distance ε , and the loss function is defined as:

ℓ(Ψ) = ∑
I∈I

1
|PI | ∑

(S,S′)∈PI

max
(
0,ε −∥e(S;Ψ)− e(S′;Ψ)∥1

)
, (4)

where I denotes the set of training images, PI represents all pairs of objects within an image
I, S and S′ are pixels belong to two different objects, and ∥ · ∥1 is the L1 distance.

3.2 GMT: Guided Mask Transformer
After learning the guide functions, we incorporate them into the proposed GMT model. One
of our main contributions are the mechanisms we introduce to fully leverage the presence of
these functions within a Mask2Former architecture [9].
Mask2Former preliminaries. Mask2Former consists of a backbone to extract image fea-
tures, a pixel decoder to generate multi-scale pixel features, and a Transformer decoder to
refine object queries through cross-attention with the multi-scale pixel features and self-
attention blocks. Finally, instance masks are predicted by multiplying the object queries
with the mask features (which are projected from the highest-resolution pixel features).
Guided Mask Transformer. Our GMT follows the standard design of Mask2Former, us-
ing the multi-scale deformable attention Transformer (MSDeformAttn) [43] as the pixel de-
coder, and the Transformer decoder is comprised of nine blocks, each containing a masked
cross attention layer, a self attention layer, and a feed-forward layer. Deep supervision is
employed after each block of the Transformer decoder. Below we describe the key compo-
nents of GMT, which replace or enhance parts of the pixel decoder and Transformer decoder
of Mask2Former. These adaptations enable the effective integration of the guide functions
obtained from the previous stage. The architecture of GMT is shown in Figure 1.
Guided Positional Encoding (GPE). By default, sinusoidal positional encoding (SPE) [36]
is added to the multi-scale pixel features at the pixel decoder in Mask2Former, defined as:

SPEpos,2 j = sin
(

pos
100002 j/dp

)
, SPEpos,2 j+1 = cos

(
pos

100002 j/dp

)
, (5)

where dp denotes the dimension of pixel features, j ∈ [0,dp/2−1] represents the index of
the dimension of SPE and pos denotes pixel coordinates (i.e. x or y). Typically, pos = x
when j < dp/4, otherwise pos = y.

As shown in Equation (1), the guide functions are sinusoidal and tailored to correspond
with the pixel coordinates of instances. We hypothesise that the trained guide functions
possess prior knowledge of the spatial distribution of different instances, which can improve
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Guided Features

Figure 2: Auxiliary supervision at GEFM. The ground-truth (GT) instance masks are en-
coded by the trained guide functions to produce the GT guided embeddings. The guided
features, which are projected from the final output of pixel decoder, are intermediately su-
pervised by these embeddings.

the representation of the original SPE. However, the number of guide functions dg is much
less than dp; for instance, in our experiments, dg = 16 and dp = 256. To address this, we
expand the number of guide functions to dp by maintaining the frequency components ψ[1]
and ψ[2], while shifting the phase components ψ[3]. Specifically, every guide function fi is
extended to K = dp/dg functions, defined as:

fi,k(x,y;ψi,k) = sin
(

ψi[1]
W

x+
ψi[2]

H
y+ψi[3]+2π

dg

dp
k
)
, (6)

where k = 0,1,2, . . . ,K −1. The expanded set of guide functions is denoted as:

F =
{

f0,0, f0,1, . . . , f0,K−1, f1,0, f1,1, . . . , f1,K−1, . . . , fdg−1,0, fdg−1,1, . . . , fdg−1,K−1
}
. (7)

The concatenation of all elements in F is then added to SPE to form the Guided Positional
Encoding (GPE).
Guided Embedding Fusion Module (GEFM). As shown in Eq. 4, the trained guide func-
tions are able to map the instance masks to guided embeddings where different objects are
well separated. To facilitate this mapping in GMT, we simply add a 1×1 convolution layer to
project the outputs of the pixel decoder to these embeddings, supervised by the ground-truth
guided embeddings (which is generated by encoding the ground-truth instance masks with
the trained guide fuctions) and an L1 loss2, as shown in Figure 2. Another 1×1 convolution
layer is employed to merge the projected features with the original mask features.
Guided Dynamic Positional Queries (GDPQ). The Transformer decoder of Mask2Former
progressively refines a set of randomly initialised object queries via attention mechanisms.
These queries are formed as the addition of content queries, which are closely related objects’
semantics, and positional queries, which are more relevant to instances’ locations. Inspired
by [16], we propose a novel way to dynamically generate the positional queries, conditioned
on the guide functions, termed Guided Dynamic Positional Queries (GDPQ). The key con-
tribution of [16] is the method to modulate positional queries using cross-attention maps; in
particular, the positional queries Qp at current block t are updated as:

Qt
p = h(At−1Kt−1

p +B), (8)

where h is an MLP, At−1 and Kt−1
p denotes the cross-attention maps and positional encodings

of pixel features (i.e. SPE) from the last block, respectively, and B is a bias term.
2Following the implementation in [23], we apply higher weights on the pixels of object edges.
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Figure 3: GDPQ Module. The positional queries at current Transformer block Qt
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ically generated on the guide-function-encoded mask predictions from the last block. Qt−1

denotes the object queries from the last Transformer block. The dimensions of different
elements are shown. N is the length of object queries, and H and W denote the image size.

In our case, as the trained guide functions possess location prior of instances, we directly
encode the intermediate predictions of GMT using the guide functions, and use it to generate
the positional queries, as shown in Figure 3. The proposed GDPQ is expressed as:

Qt
p = h(E(St−1;Ψ)+B), (9)

where St−1 denotes the set of predicted instance masks from the previous Transformer block,
and E(St−1;Ψ) = ConcatS∈St−1 e(S;Ψ) represents the concatenation of all guided embed-
dings of these masks, as defined in Eq. 3. We configure h(·) as a three-layer MLP to map the
concatenated embeddings to the same dimension of the object queries (i.e. mapping from
16 to 256). In this manner, the positional queries are conditioned on the guide functions,
which embody positional priors, and are dynamically generated based on intermediate mask
predictions, which continue to refine as the Transformer decoder progresses deeper, Finally,
GDPQ and the content queries are summed up and processed by Transformer blocks.

4 Experimental Results
In this section, we discuss the experimental details and results on three public datasets, where
the proposed GMT is compared with the baseline (i.e. Mask2Former) and other recent meth-
ods addressing the leaf instance segmentation task. Ablation studies are also conducted to
demonstrate the efficacy of different components introduced in GMT.

4.1 Datasets
CVPPP LSC A1. The CVPPP 2017 Leaf Segmentation Challenge dataset (CVPPP LSC)
[31] is a widely used dataset to benchmark leaf instance segmentation algorithms. We con-
duct experiments on the most commonly used subset, A1, which consists of a training set
of 128 images and a hidden test set of 33 images. The size of each image is 500× 530
pixels. We form a validation set by randomly selecting 12 images from the training set.
Experimental results are reported on the hidden test set.
MSU-PID Arabidopsis. The Michigan State University Plant Imagery Database (MSU-
PID) [10] consists of a subset of Arabidopsis plants and another subset of beans. We use the
Arabidopsis subset containing 576 annotated images of 116× 119 pixel resolution, which
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are evenly distributed in 16 different plants. We randomly select 11, 2, and 3 different plants
to form the training set, validation set, and test set, respectively. Repeated experiments are
performed over 3 different data splits, and the average results on the test sets are reported.
KOMATSUNA RGB. The KOMATSUNA dataset [35] is formed by two subsets: one con-
sists of RGB images and the other contains RGB-D images. Our experiments are performed
on the RGB subset, which consists of 900 480× 480-pixel images evenly captured from 5
different plants. We divide the dataset into the training set, validation set and test set by
randomly selecting 3, 1, and 1 different plants, respectively. Repeated experiments are per-
formed over 3 different data splits, and the average results on the test sets are reported.

4.2 Implementation Details

Model Settings. By default, both the baseline model (Mask2Former) and the proposed
GMT use the ResNet-50 [18] backbone. We evaluate other backbone options (ResNet-101
and Swin Transformer [27]) on GMT at the ablation study. As the number of training images
of a leaf dataset is typically small (e.g. only a few hundred), the baseline model and GMT3

are pre-trained on COCO instance segmentation dataset [25].
Data Augmentation. We apply same data augmentation techniques to all the three datasets:
random horizontal and vertical flips, followed by random scaled cropping. The input image
sizes for CVPPP LSC A1, KOMATSUNA RGB, and MSU-PID are set to 512×512, 480×
480, and 256×256, respectively.
Training Strategies. When training the guide functions, we set the number of guide func-
tions dg = 16 and the distance to separate different instances ε = 2. Let i ∈ [0,dg −1] be the
index of a guide function, the learnable parameters ψ are randomly initialised as:{

ψi[1]∼U(0,50), ψi[2] = 0, ψi[3]∼U (0,2π) ; i < dg/2
ψi[1] = 0, ψi[2]∼U(0,50), ψi[3]∼U (0,2π) ; i ≥ dg/2 , (10)

where U(·) denotes the uniform distribution. We use an AdamW optimiser [28] with a
learning rate of 0.01, conducting 1,000 epochs of training and selecting the functions with
the minimum training error as final. For GMT training, we employ AdamW with an initial
learning rate of 0.0001 and a batch size of 12 across all datasets. Specifically, for CVPPP
LSC A1, the training lasts 1,000 epochs with learning rate reductions by a factor of 0.1
at epochs 900 and 950. For KOMATSUNA RGB and MSU-PID, GMT is trained for 200
epochs, with learning rate multiplying by 0.1 at epoch 50 and 150. Models demonstrating
optimal performance on the validation set are chosen as the final test models.
Evaluation Metrics. We evaluate our approach using three standard metrics widely adopted
for leaf instance segmentation: Best Dice (BD), Symmetric Best Dice (SBD), and Difference
in Count (|DiC|). Further details on these metrics can be found in Scharr et al. [33].

4.3 Quantitative and Qualitative Results

The results on CVPPP LSC A1, MSU-PID Arabidopsis and KOMATSUNA RGB are pre-
sented on Tables 1 and 2, with qualitative results shown in Figure 4. For all three datasets, we
observe that Mask2Former (COCO pre-trained) already surpass previous SotA approaches,
so we mainly compare Mask2Former with the proposed GMT.

3For GMT, we load the COCO pre-trained weights from Mask2Former, omitting the incompatiable keys.
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Table 1: CVPPP LSC A1 test set results. The star symbol (*) indicates our implementation,
while other results were taken from [7].

SBD ↑ |DiC| ↓
Discriminative [11] 79.6 1.4
PEA [19] 83.8 2.4
SPOCO [39] 84.4 1.7
BISSG [26] 87.3 1.4
OGIS [40] 87.5 1.1
PCTrans [7] 88.7 0.7
Mask2Former* [9] 89.5 0.67
GMT (Ours) 90.1 0.48

Table 2: MSU-PID Arabidopsis [10] and KOMATSUNA RGB [35] test set results. The star
symbol (*) indicates our implementation, while other results were taken from [2].

BD ↑ SBD ↑ |DiC| ↓
MSU-PID Arabidopsis [10]
Yin et al. [41] 65.2 \ \
Eff-Unet++ [2] 71.2 \ \
Mask2Former* [9] 85.7 83.1 0.47
GMT (Ours) 86.1 83.5 0.47
KOMATSUNA RGB [35]
Ward et al. [38] 62.4 \ \
UPGen [37] 77.8 \ \
Eff-Unet++ [2] 83.4 \ \
Mask2Former* [9] 93.5 90.9 0.2
GMT (Ours) 94 91 0.22

CVPPP LSC A1. We observe consistent performance enhancements of GMT compared to
Mask2Former, showing improvements of +0.6 in SBD and +0.19 in |DiC|. In addition, GMT
outperforms Mask2Former in BD (91.8 vs 91).
MSU-PID Arabidopsis. Table 2 shows that GMT surpass Mask2Former by +0.4 on BD and
SBD, respectively, while performing on par in |DiC|.
KOMATSUNA RGB. GMT shows clear improvement over Mask2Former in BD by +0.5,
slightly outperforms in SBD by +0.1, while slightly underperforms in |DiC| by -0.02.

In summary, the proposed GMT outperforms the SotA models on all three datasets. GMT
also surpass the standard Mask2Former in most scenarios (except for the |DiC| in KOMAT-
SUNA RGB). To further demonstrate the superiority of GMT over Mask2Former, the next
section showcases an ablation study.

4.4 Ablation Study

Ablative experiments are performed on CVPPP LSC A1, with performance reported on the
hidden test set. Firstly, we assess different backbone models with results in Table 3. We
find that the smallest model (ResNet-50) achieves the best SBD and |DIC|, while the largest
model (SwinT-Base) reaches the best BD. As SBD is the lower bound of BD, these results
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Figure 4: Qualitative results on the CVPPP A1 validation set, the MSU-PID test set, and the
KOMATSUNA test set.

Table 3: Performance of our method with
different backbones.

Backbone BD ↑ SBD ↑ |DiC| ↓
SwinT-Base 92.2 89.9 0.7
ResNet-101 92.1 89.3 0.73
ResNet-50 91.8 90.1 0.48

Table 4: Performance of our method
when key components are removed.

Component BD ↑ SBD ↑ |DiC| ↓
w/o GPE 91.0 88.0 0.76
w/o GEFM 90.6 89.5 0.55
w/o GDPQ 91.5 89.3 0.73

GMT 91.8 90.1 0.48

indicate that using SwinT-Base may be able to produce higher-quality leaf masks for some
instances, while ResNet-50 generalises more broadly.

Next, we assess the performance of GMT by removing each individual components (c.f.
Section 3), to identify their impact on performance. The results in Table 4 indicate that each
component is crucial in the overall performance of GMT.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we present the Guided Mask Transformer (GMT): a Transformer-based leaf in-
stance segmentation model tailored to plant images. GMT contains three novel components,
namely Guided Positional Encoding (GPE), Guided Emebdding Fusion Module (GEFM),
and Guided Dynamic Positional Queries (GDPQ), to effectively integrate with a set of guide
functions possessing spatial priori of leaf instances. We demonstrate the effectiveness of our
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approach in three widely used plant phenotyping datasets, showing that GMT is able to out-
perform the SotA. We also show the efficacy of each key component via the ablation study.
Our future work should focus on extending GMT to work on more challenging scenarios
(e.g. in-field plant image analysis) in plant science and the broader biology community.
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A Supplementary Materials

A.1 Loss Function of GMT
The loss function of the proposed Guided Mask Transformer (GMT) is defined as:

L = λceLce +λdiceLdice +λclsLcls +λguideLguide, (11)

where λx denotes the weight of the corresponding loss Lx. The first three terms are consistent
with the standard Mask2Former [9], where Lce and Ldice represent the binary cross-entropy
loss and the dice loss [29] for mask prediction, respectively. Lcls is the cross-entropy loss for
classification. The last term Lguide is an L1 loss applied to the guided features, as referenced
at the Guided Embedding Fusion Module (GEFM) in Section 3.2 and Figure 2.

In our experiments, we set λce = 2, λdice = 5, λcls = 2, and λguide = 5, respectively. The
number of classes of Lcls is set to 1, to distinguish between leaves and background.

A.2 Mathematical Definition of Evaluation Metrics
In this section, we detail the mathematical definitions of the evaluation metrics utilized in
our experiments, as referenced in Section 4.2.

We use three evaluation metrics: BEST DICE (BD), SYMMETRIC BEST DICE (SBD),
and ABSOLUTE DIFFERENCE IN COUNT (|DiC|), as defined in [33]. The generalised form
of BD is defined as:

BD(Y a,Y b) =
1
M

M

∑
i=1

max
1≤ j≤N

DICE(Y a
i ,Y

b
j ), (12)

where Y a and Y b are two sets of instance masks, with M and N denoting the number of masks
in Y a and Y b, respectively. The DICE score is defined as:

DICE(Y a
i ,Y

b
j ) =

2|Y a
i ∩Y b

j |
|Y a

i |+ |Y b
j |
, (13)

where | · | indicates the number of pixels.
The BD between predicted instance masks Ŷ and ground-truth instance masks Y is cal-

culated as BD(Ŷ ,Y ), and the SBD is defined as:

SBD(Ŷ ,Y ) = min
{

BD(Ŷ ,Y ),BD(Y,Ŷ )
}
. (14)

The final metric, |DiC|, quantifying the difference between the predicted and ground-truth
number of instances (i.e. leaves), is defined as:

|DiC |= |M−N|, (15)

where the operator | · | here denotes the absolute operation.

A.3 Additional Qualitative Results
In this section, we provide additional visual results to supplement Figure 4 and Section 4.3.
Figure 5 presents qualitative results on the MSU-PID Arabidopsis test set: Compared to the
proposed GMT, Mask2Former [9] under-segments (Row 1) and misses (Rows 2 - 7) some
leaves. Figure 6 shows qualitative results on the KOMATSUNA RGB test set: Compared to
the proposed GMT, Mask2Former erroneously identifies green objects in the background as
leaves (Rows 1 - 3) and under-segments some leaves (Rows 4 and 5).
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Image Ground Truth Mask2Former GMT

Figure 5: Qualitative results on MSU-PID Arabidopsis test set. The key difference between
the predictions of Mask2Former [9] and our method (GMT) is highlighted in the red boxes.
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Image Ground Truth Mask2Former GMT

Figure 6: Qualitative results on KOMATSUNA RGB test set. The key difference between
the predictions of Mask2Former [9] and our method (GMT) is highlighted in the red boxes.
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